[Cytophotometric expression of the tumor markers CD-34 and factor VIII in colorectal cancer].
In colorectal cancer, to describe the cytophotometric expression of the CD-34 and Factor VIII; to evaluate the degree of correlation between them; and to compare the CD-34 and Factor VIII expressions in relationship to label index and optical density. Seventeen cases of colorectal adenocarcinoma recovered from paraffin-embedded archival tissue and confirmed by hematoxilin-eosin staining, were submitted to streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase immunohistochemical method. In this process was used the tumor markers CD-34 and Factor VIII. The obtained slides were analysed using the SAMBA 4000 system with Immuno software. The results were evaluated into two parameters: label index and optical density, and expressed by averages, medians, minimum values, maximum values, and standard deviation values. The normality condition of the quantitative variables was investigated by using the Shapiro-Wilks test. In order to evaluate the degree of association between the expressions of the markers, Pearson's Correlation Coefficient or Spearman's Correlation Coefficient were applied. To evaluate the comparison degree of the markers expression, Student's t test or Wilcoxon's no parametric test were used. For the CD-34 there was no data normality for the label index and there was normality in the optical density. For the Factor VIII, there was data normality for the label index and for the optical density. When the expressions of CD-34 and Factor VIII markers were correlated, there was no difference between them in relationship to the average label index and average optical density. When the expressions of the CD-34 and Factor VIII were compared, there was no correlation between the two variables.